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Instructions 

This sample list of commonly-mispronounced words is divided into two parts: 

1. Words whose pronunciation differs significantly from its spelling

2. Words whose pronunciation differs only slightly from its spelling

Even polished speakers struggle to correctly pronounce words in the second category. You’ll 

stand out if you get them right. The two lists have been arranged alphabetically, with only 

some words starting with ‘a’ and ‘b’ figuring here. 

How each word has been arranged? 

This example will clarify what each entry (word) constitutes. 

Barley 

ˈbɑːrli | bahr-lee |  

Not ‘ley’ but ‘lee’. 

Each word is followed by its pronunciation in three forms: 

Phonetic: Only few understand phonetic symbols. If you’re one of them, you can skip 

the second (non-phonetic) and use this. 

Non-phonetic: Vast majority aren’t familiar with phonetic symbols. If you’re one of 

them, you can skip the first (phonetic) and use this. 

Audio: You can play the audio by hovering the cursor on the speaker icon. You 

don’t need to click. Though non-phonetic form is easy, and even a beginner can start using it 

in minutes (more on this in the next section), understanding of phonetic or non-phonetic form 

is not a necessity. You’ll do fine with just the audio. 

If the word has distinct British and American pronunciation, like in inventory, you’ll find two 

rows of pronunciation, one for British and the other for American. 
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Note: Audio won't play if you're 
viewing this PDF in a browser. It 
needs to be downloaded.
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And just below the pronunciation, you’ll find comment. 

Note that part of the pronunciation in both phonetic and non-phonetic form has been 

highlighted in blue. It’s the part where most mispronunciations happen, and you may likely 

be erring here. It’ll help you catch errors quickly, especially in the second list where 

difference between correct and incorrect is minor. 

A note on non-phonetic form 

Even if this is your first encounter with non-phonetic form, you can understand them easily. 

Non-phonetic form is written as letters – and not symbols like in phonetic form – and you can 

read them loudly as is to get the pronunciation. 

Written as letters! Well, almost. There is something called schwa (uh) that you need to get 

hang of before you’re all set to use non-phonetic form. 

Schwa sound (uh) appears in almost every second pronunciation. It is a neutral sound that is 

not stressed. The best way to understand what schwa sounds like is to listen how uh is 

pronounced in the audio in these pronunciations: 

Word Non-phonetic Audio 

Address uh-dres 

Balloon buh-loon 

Cadet kuh-det 

As you go through the words on the next page, notice that almost all mispronunciations occur 

because words are pronounced the way they’re spelt, but in English spelling is a poor 

indicator of pronunciation. Second, if you get overwhelmed by information, forget 

everything, listen to the audio carefully, and pronounce it few times. That’s it.

For feedback or any other purpose, write at anil@lemongrad.com

Bold part is 

emphasized 
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List 1: Pronunciation Differs Significantly from Spelling 

Acne 

ˈækni | ak-nee | 

Commonly mispronounced because people end with ‘ne’, and not ‘nee’, sound. That’s the 

reason (pronouncing the way a word is spelt) behind almost all pronunciation errors. 

Adjacent 

əˈdʒeɪsənt | uh-jey-suh nt | 

People make two mistakes: first, they miss schwa sound (ə/uh); second, they pronounce ‘d’. 

Here, ‘d’ is silent. Sounds weird without ‘d’, isn’t it? It did to me as well when I first listened 

to its pronunciation, but now ‘d’ sounds weird. 

Adjust 

əˈdʒʌst | uh-juhst | 

Here too ‘d’ is silent. You can find more such words in the full list. 

Adolescent 

ˌædəˈlesnt | ad-uh-les-nt | 

‘o’ stays silent. 

Aisle 

aɪl | ahyl | 

‘s’ is silent. 

Alcohol 

ˈælkəhɒl | al-kuh-hol | 
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The first ‘o’ remains a silent spectator and the second one plays some role. People commonly 

do the opposite: sound of ‘o’ in the first and silence in the second. 

Algorithm 

ˈælɡərɪðəm | al-guh-rith-uh m | 

People commonly pronounce ‘o’, which isn’t correct. 

Almond 

ˈɑːmənd | ah-muhnd | 

‘l’ stays silent. 

Alumnus 

əˈlʌmnəs | uh-luhm-nuhs | 

Alumni 

əˈlʌmnaɪ | uh-luhm-nahy | 

Words derived from the same word, like in this case, are presented under the same umbrella. 

Analogy 

əˈnælədʒi | uh-nal-uh-jee | 

Anthropology 

ˌænθrəˈpɒlədʒi | an-thruh-pol-uh-jee | 

First and third ‘o’ remains silent. The second ‘o’ too is pronounced differently. Pattern: 

You’ll often find words ending with ‘logy’ pronounced this way. 

Antonym 

ˈæntənɪm | an-tuh-nim | 
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Asthma 

ˈæzmə | az-muh | 

Just a reminder: The word is commonly mispronounced because it is pronounced the way it is 

spelt. 

Automobile 

ˈɔːtəməbiːl | aw-tuh-muh-beel | 

‘o’ stays silent and ‘bile’ is not pronounced literally. 

Ballet 

ˈbæleɪ | ba-ley | 

‘t’ is silent. 

Balloon 

bəˈluːn | buh-loon | 

‘Ba’ is commonly pronounced like ‘ba’ in ballet, which is incorrect. 

Barley 

ˈbɑːrli | bahr-lee | 

Not ‘ley’ but ‘lee’. 

Barometer 

bəˈrɑːmɪtər | buh-rom-i-ter | 

Error happens because we pronounce ‘baro’ literally. 

Bear 
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beər | bair | 

That’s how bear the verb and bear the animal are pronounced. Some pronounce these like 

they pronounce beer, the beverage, which is incorrect. 

Bigot 

ˈbɪɡət | big-uh t | 

‘o’ is silent here. 

Binocular 

bɪˈnɑːkjələr | bi-nok-yuh-ler | 

Biography 

baɪˈɒɡrəfi | bahy-og-ruh-fee | 

Bomb 

bɒm | bom | 

Bombshell 

ˈbɒmʃel | bom-shel | 

Second ‘b’ is silent. 

Botany 

ˈbɒtəni | bot-n-ee | 

Botanical 

bəˈtænɪkl | buh-tan-i-kuh l | 

Notice the difference between the two. (The first one is easy and has been included only for 

contrast.) 
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Bouquet 

buˈkeɪ | boo-key | 

‘t’ is silent. 

Brew 

bruː | broo | 

Brewery 

ˈbruːəri | broo-uh-ree | 

Not ‘rew’. 

Broccoli 

ˈbrɒkəli | brok-uh-lee | 

First ‘o’ is not pronounced as ‘o’ and second is silent. 

Buffet 

ˈbʌfeɪ | buh-fey | 

‘t’ is silent 

Bury 

ˈberi | ber-ee | 

Most common mispronunciation happens when ‘bu’ is pronounced like we do in bun. 

Butcher 

ˈbʊtʃər | boo ch-er | 

Some pronounce ‘bu’ like we do in bun. 
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Buttock 

ˈbʌtək | buht-uhk | 

Some pronounce ‘tock’ like we do rock. 
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List 2: Pronunciation Differs Slightly from Spelling 

Ability 

əˈbɪləti | uh-bil-uh-tee | 

Able 

ˈeɪbəl | ey-buhl | 

Mispronunciation because ability is commonly pronounced the way it is spelt. (Note that 

there is no ‘ey’ or ‘li’ in the pronunciation.) Able, however, is mostly pronounced correctly as 

its pronunciation is close to its spelling. 

Accessory 

əkˈsesəri | uhk-ses-uh-ree | 

Schwa (ə/uh) sound is commonly missed, but some also miss the ‘k’ sound. 

Accommodation 

əˌkɒməˈdeɪʃən | uh-kom-uh-dey-shuhn | 

The second schwa sound is commonly replaced with ‘o’ sound. That’s because we commonly 

pronounce the way a word has been spelt. 

Accredit 

əˈkredɪt | uh-kred-it | 

Accuse 

əˈkjuːz | uh-kyooz | 

Accusation 

ˌækjuˈzeɪʃən | ak-yoo-zey-shuh n | 
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Notice the difference between the two. 

Acidity 

əˈsɪdəti | uh-sid-uh-tee | 

Acid 

ˈæsɪd | as-id | 

Note the schwa difference between acidity and acid. 

Addict 

(Adj.) əˈdɪk.t | uh-dikt | 

(Noun) ˈædɪkt | ad-ikt | 

We pronounce addict like in the noun form irrespective of whether the word is noun or adj. 
The same holds for other words such as advocate, content, produce, and more. This is where 

even the best speakers err. You can find more such dual-pronunciation words in the full list. 

Addition 

əˈdɪʃən | uh-dish-uh n | 

Add 

æd | ad | 

Note the schwa difference between addition and add. 

Adequate 

ˈædɪkwət | ad-i-kwuht | 

Admirable 

ˈædmərəbl | ad-muh-ruh-bl | 
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Admire 

ədˈmaɪər | uhd-mahyuhr | 

‘i’ stays silent in the pronunciation of admirable. Second, ‘able’ is not pronounced literally 

but pronounced with a schwa. Also, notice that admire has a schwa beginning. Pattern: 

You’ll often find words ending with ‘able’ pronounced this way. 

Affirmative 

əˈfɜːrmətɪv | uh-fur-muh-tiv | 

It’s ‘muh’, and not ‘mey’. 

Afraid 

əˈfreɪd | uh-freyd | 

It’s ‘uh’, and not ‘aa’ (with mouth open). 

Agenda 

əˈdʒendə | uh-jen-duh | 

No ‘ey’ in the beginning and ‘aa’ in the end 

Agree 

əˈɡriː | uh-gree | 

Agreement 

əˈɡriːmənt | uh-gree-muh nt | 

No ‘ai’ at the beginning of agree. And no ‘ment’ in agreement. Pattern: You’ll often find 

words ending with ‘ment’ pronounced this way. 

Allocate 

ˈæləkeɪt | al-uh-keyt | 
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‘o’ stays silent. 

Ambitious 

æmˈbɪʃəs | am-bish-uh s | 

People pronounce ambition correctly but get this one wrong. Problem occurs because we 

pronounce ‘tious’ like it is spelt. Pattern: You’ll often find words ending with ‘tious’ 

pronounced this way. 

Ancient 

ˈeɪnʃənt | eyn-shuh nt | 

We don’t pronounce ‘cient’ as it is. 

Apparel 

əˈpærəl | uh-par-uhl | 

Arrears 

əˈrɪrz | uh-reerz | 

Arrogance 

ˈærəɡəns | ar-uh-guhns | 

‘o’ stays silent and ‘gance’ isn’t pronounced literally. 

Atmosphere 

ˈætməsfɪər | at-muh s-feer | 

We don’t pronounce ‘mos’ literally. 

Beautician 
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bjuːˈtɪʃn | byoo-tish-n | 

We don’t pronounce ‘tician’ literally. Pattern: You’ll often find words ending with ‘cian’ 

pronounced this way. Example: Electrician 

Beneficial 

ˌbenɪˈfɪʃl | ben-i-fish-l | 

We don’t pronounce ‘ficial’ literally. Pattern: You’ll often find words ending with ‘ficial’ 

pronounced this way. Example: Artificial 

Biology 

baɪˈɒlədʒi | bahy-ol-uh-jee | 

The second ‘o’ is silent. 

Biological 

ˌbaɪəˈlɒdʒɪkl | bahy-uh-loj-i-kl | 

Notice that biological is pronounced differently. 

Blizzard 

ˈblɪzərd | bliz-uhrd | 

We don’t pronounce ‘zard’ literally. We soften it with schwa. 

Breakfast 

ˈbrekfəst | brek-fuhst | 

Not ‘fast’. 

Bureaucracy 

bjʊəˈrɒkrəsi | byoo-rok-ruh-see | 
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Bureaucratic 

ˌbjʊərəˈkrætɪk | byoo r-uh-krat-ik | 

Notice the difference between the two pronunciations. 

Thanks for reading thus far. For feedback or any other purpose, 
write at anil@lemongrad.com. For details on the product, refer 
https://lemongrad.com/ebook-and-course-on-pronunciation/
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